In this paper we present a systematic assessment of the Handy-Cohen optimized exchange density functional (OPTX), comparing results from OLYP and O3LYP with those from BLYP and B3LYP. We find that OPTX significantly outperforms Becke88 in the calculations of the atomic exchange energies, and O3LYP leads to the best total atomic energies (H to Ar) among these four functions. We find OLYP and O3LYP are competitive or even better than BLYP and B3LYP in the predictions of ionization potentials, electron affinities, and proton affinities against the extended G2 set of 75 atoms and molecules. For thermochemistry of the extended G2 set of 148 molecules, we find that the mean absolute deviation (in kcal/mol) follows the order BLYP (7.10) > OLYP (4.66) > O3LYP (4.13) > B3LYP (3.14). Thus OLYP is the best pure DFT, but B3LYP is the best overall. The histogram of error distribution of the G2 set indicates that O3LYP has more predictive power than B3LYP, although O3LYP has a tendency for overbinding. OLYP and O3LYP significantly outperform BLYP and B3LYP in describing van der Waals interactions, but OLYP and O3LYP underestimate hydrogen bond strengths even more than BLYP and B3LYP and, hence, cannot be recommended for studying hydrogen bond systems.
I. Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) is the method of choice for first principles quantum chemical calculations of the electronic structure and properties of many molecular and solid systems. With the exact exchange-correlation functional, DFT would take into full account all complex many-body effects at a computation cost characteristic of mean field approximations. Unfortunately, the exact exchange-correlation functional is unknown, making it essential to pursue the quest of finding more accurate and reliable functionals. Currently, two popular functionals for thermochemistry would be BLYP and B3LYP. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] BLYP is a pure GGA (generalized gradient approximation) functional, consisting of the B88 exchange functional due to Becke 1 and the LYP correlation functional due to Lee-Yang-Parr. 2 Here E x Slater ) -∑ σ (3/4)(6/π) 1/3 ∫F σ 4/3 (r) dr is the major part of exchange energy E x based on the uniform electron gas (UEG) approximation. 6, 7 The Becke gradient correction takes the form, 1 where x σ ) |∇F σ |F σ -4/3 . The parameter ) 0.0042 was determined by fitting to the Hartree-Fock (HF) values of noble gas atoms from He to Rn. 1 B3LYP is a hybrid functional which uses a small proportion of "exact exchange" based on the adiabatic connection formula. 5 where a 0 ) 0.20, a x ) 0.72, and a c ) 0.19 are taken from Becke's linear least-squares fit to 56 atomization energies, 42 ionization potentials, and 8 proton affinities. 4 Here E c (VWN) is a local correlation functional, due to Vosko, Wilks, and Nusair, based on the random phase approximation (RPA). 8 It is now well documented that GGA significantly improves over LDA (local density approximation) for thermochemistry leading to a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 7.1 kcal/mol for BLYP compared to 90.9 kcal/mol for LDA (SVWN: E x Slater + E c VWN ), whereas the hybrid GGA (B3LYP) leads to a MAD of 3.1 kcal/mol, all based on calculations for the extended G2 set of 148 molecules. [9] [10] [11] Recently, Handy and Cohen (hereafter HC) proposed a new exchange functional, OPTX 12 where a 1 ) 1.05151, a 2 ) 1.43169, and γ ) 0.006, with the parameters determined by fitting to the unrestricted HF energies of first-and second-row atoms. In particular, they drop the usual requirement that the E x Slater term has the value of 1.0 to recover the UEG condition. This extra freedom makes OPTX better than B88 by a factor of 2 for the prediction of atomic exchange BLYP ) 1.0E 
energies of atoms from H to Ar. When combined with LYP, HC found that OLYP (OPTX + LYP, MAD ) 3.3 kcal/mol) significantly outperforms BLYP (MAD ) 4.5 kcal/mol) for thermochemistry of 93 atomic and molecular systems. 12, 13 A new hybrid functional, O3LYP, has also been proposed 13 where a ) 0.1161, b ) 0.9262, c ) 0.8133, and a c ) 0.19. Important differences from B3LYP are that the proportion of "exact exchange" in O3LYP is 0.1161 as compared to 0.20 in B3LYP and that O3LYP uses E c VWN5 (the local correlation functional due to Vosko, Wilks, and Nusair from fitting to the Ceperley-Alder Monte Carlo results on the electron gas 8 ) instead of using E c VWN as in B3LYP. HC found that O3LYP is substantially better than B3LYP for the 93 systems. 13 Baker and Pulay (hereafter BP) performed an independent assessment of OLYP and O3LYP for organic reactions and for first-row transition metals. 14, 15 On the basis of the results for geometries, heats of reactions, and barrier heights for twelve organic reactions, BP support the finding by HC that OLYP is superior to BLYP, essentially rendering BLYP obsolete, whereas O3LYP is overall better than B3LYP, albeit not by much. 14 For transition metals, however, BP found that OLYP and O3LYP are clearly worse than both BLYP and B3LYP for predicting atomic excitation and 4s ionization energies and concluded that there is no real incentive to use either OLYP and O3LYP in place of B3LYP for calculations involving first-row transition metals. 15 In this paper we present a systematic assessment using the well-established G2 set and compare results from OLYP and O3LYP with those from BLYP and B3LYP. We find that OPTX significantly outperforms B88 in the calculation of the atomic exchange energies, and that for atoms from H to Ar O3LYP leads to the best total atomic energies among these four functionals. We find that OLYP and O3LYP are competitive or even better than BLYP and B3LYP in the predictions of ionization potentials, electron affinities, and proton affinities against the extended G2 sets. For thermochemistry, we find that the mean absolute error follows the order that BLYP (7.10) > OLYP (4.66) > O3LYP (4.13) > B3LYP (3.14 kcal/mol); hence OLYP is the best pure DFT with an accuracy approaching that of hybrid functional B3LYP. The histogram of error distribution of the G2 set indicates that O3LYP has more predictive power than B3LYP, although O3LYP has a tendency for overbinding. In particular, OLYP and O3LYP significantly outperform BLYP and B3LYP in the description of the van der Waals interactions; but the OLYP and O3LYP functionals do worse than BLYP and B3LYP for hydrogen bonding and hence cannot be recommended for the study of hydrogen bond systems.
II. Computational Details
We use the well-known extended G2 set as the testing set, [9] [10] [11] which contains heats of formation of 148 molecules, 42 ionization potentials, 25 electron affinities, and 8 proton affinities. This 148 molecule set includes inorganic compounds and organic compounds and it includes radicals, saturated hydrocarbons, and unsaturated (aromatic) rings. Heats of formation of these molecules provide a good test of the functionals for the covalent systems. We also include the total atomic energies of first 18 atoms. 16, 17 In addition, we use He 2 , Ne 2 , and Ar 2 as probes of the van der Waals systems and (H 2 O) 2 as a prototypical system of hydrogen bonded interactions.
For the G2 set, we use the same MP2 molecular geometries as in G2 theory, 9-11 and we use the scaled Hartree-Fock vibrational frequencies for zero-point energies and finitetemperature corrections. The 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis sets are employed for all cases. [9] [10] [11] This choice of geometries and basis sets allows a direct comparison of our results with previously published data obtained with other functionals. 10, 11, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] For He 2 and Ne 2 , we use the aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. 23,24 For (H 2 O) 2 , we use the aug-cc-pVTZ(-f) basis sets. 23, 24 The bonding energies are corrected for BSSE (basis set superposition error). 25 All calculations are performed with Jaguar. 26 We did not use the pseudospectral method to facilitate the direct comparison with the literature data. Ultrafine DFT grids of Jaguar are used in all calculations.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Atomic Data. Table 1 compares the total energies (in Hartree) calculated self-consistently by Hartree-Fock (HF) and the DFT-exchange-only methods with the total energies of HF limit 17 for the first 18 atoms from H to Ar. Comparing these results to the HF limit, we find an error of 1.8 kcal/mol (MAD: mean absolute deviation), which may be interpreted as the basis set error associated with aug-cc-pVTZ for the atomic calculations. B88 yields MAD ) 7.3 kcal/mol, which was the best result at the time B88 was developed. OPTX substantially improves over Becke88, leading to MAD ) 2.6 kcal/mol. This is the best result to date.
B3LYP has been successfully applied to a wide range of systems of different properties. However, the B3LYP hybrid exchange functional (0.20E x HF + 0.80E x Slater + 0.72∆E x B88 ), leads to a huge error of 54.8 kcal/mol for the atoms. The new hybrid functional, O3 ) 0.1161E x HF + 0.9262E x Slater + 0.8133∆E x OPTX , behaves better than B3, but still leads to MAD ) 44.4 kcal/mol. Table 2 presents another way of gauging the quality of an exchange functional. Taking the HF exchange energies as a reference, post-DFT calculations with HF densities give the following errors (MADs) for the exchange energies: 9.5 (B88), 3.3 (OPTX), 57.0 (B3),and 45.8 (O3). Note here that although the MADs associated with hybrid functionals B3 and O3 are significantly larger than those of Becke88 and OPTX, the errors increase systematically with the atomic number. Thus errors associated with hybrid exchange functional may be more systematic. Table 3 summarizes the correlation energies for the first 18 atoms from H to Ar 17 and the correlation energies calculated self-consistently by DFT methods. BLYP and OLYP share the same correlation functional; thus the slight difference in the correlation energies between these two reflects the effect of changes in density from different exchange functionals. The correlation functionals in B3LYP and O3LYP are similar. O3LYP borrows the mixing parameters from B3LYP, but O3LYP uses VWN version V based on the accurate Monte Carlo calculations, 8 whereas B3LYP uses VWN version III based on the random phase approximation. 8 The LYP correlation functional gives a MAD of 7.5 in BLYP and 7.2 in OLYP, whereas substantially higher errors are associated with the hybrid correlation functionals, giving MAD ) 69.4 (in B3LYP) and 47.0 (in O3LYP).
The exchange-correlation total atomic energies calculated selfconsistently with various DFT methods are summarized in Table  4 . MADs are calculated as compared to the exact atomic total energies. 17 Here BLYP and OLYP lead to similar errors of 7.2 and 7.7 kcal/mol, respectively. The MADs for B3LYP and O3LYP are 14.6 and 2.9 kcal/mol, respectively.
Summarizing O3LYP leads to the best results for atomic calculations. This impressive performance, however, is achieved by error cancellation between the exchange part and the correlation part. Such error cancellation also occurs in B3LYP.
B. Heats of Formation. Table 5 lists the experimental heats of formation (298 K) for the extended G2 set of 148 molecules. 10, 11 The deviations from experiment (theory-exptl.) for BLYP, OLYP, B3LYP, and O3LYP are presented. Figure 1a shows the histogram of errors for OLYP as compared to that for BLYP, and Figure 1b shows the histogram of errors for O3LYP as compared to that for B3LYP. From Table 1 and Figure 1 , it is clear that OLYP (MAD ) 4.66 kcal/mol) clearly outperforms BLYP (MAD ) 7.10 kcal/mol).
The inclusion of exact exchange in B3LYP (MAD ) 3.14) significantly improves over BLYP (MAD ) 7.10), whereas the difference is small as compared OLYP (MAD ) 4.66) to O3LYP (MAD ) 4.13). The errors are more equally distributed around the error peak for OLYP and O3LYP, indicating improved predictive power for these two functionals as compared to the classic functionals BLYP and B3LYP.
On the other hand, errors cluster at the "-2 to -3" interval for OLYP (17/148) and the "-3 to -4" interval for O3LYP a Here the HF limit 17 is for Hartree-Fock with a complete basis set. The total energies were calculated self-consistently using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for HF and the DFT-exchange-only methods, and the error is defined as ∆E ) (29/148), showing a clear overbinding tendency. In OLYP, BLYP, and O3LYP, the maximum negative deviations (-22.0, -27.6, and -9.4 kcal/mol, respectively) occur at NO 2 , whereas in B3LYP, the maximum negative deviation (-8.2 kcal/mol) occurs at BeH. In OLYP, O3LYP, and B3LYP, the maximum positive deviations (26.1, 25.9, and 20.0 kcal/mol, respectively) occur at SiF 4 , whereas in BLYP, the maximum positive deviation (25.3 kcal/mol) occurs at SiCl 4 .
For the subset of inorganic hydrides (X n H m , X ) H, Li, N, O, F, Si, P, S, Cl; n ) 1, 2; m ) 1-6), MADs are 3.12 (BLYP), 2.37 (OLYP), 1.81 (B3LYP), and 1.68 (O3LYP). For Si 2 H 6 the hybrid functionals are significantly better than pure DFT. In this case, deviations are 10.30 (BLYP), 6.61 (OLYP), -0.11 (B3LYP), and -0.35 (O3LYP).
The performance of BLYP for larger hydrocarbons (nos. 78-94 in Table 5 ) is less satisfactory. The MAD of hydrocarbon subset is 8.22 kcal/mol, with the maximum error of 18.54 kcal/ mol for isobutane. The OLYP functional performs much better. The MAD of this subset is 3.39 kcal/mol. Whereas BLYP generally underbinds, OLYP has a tendency to overbind. The maximum error (-6.11 kcal/mol) occurs at methylenecyclopropane. On average, B3LYP is the best for this subset with MAD ) 2.88 kcal/mol and a maximum error of 7.40 kcal/mol at bicyclobutane. Instead of improving, O3LYP is poorer than OLYP, leading to an enhanced overbinding propensity. The MAD for O3LYP is 4.31 with a maximum error of -8.97 kcal/ mol.
For a subset of substituted hydrocarbons (e.g., nos. 95-136 in Table 5 ), the performance of BLYP is not satisfactory (MAD ) 6.07), showing large variation from overbinding (-18.24 at nitromethane) to underbinding (14.21 at propyl chloride). The hybrid B3LYP functional significantly improves over BLYP, leading to a MAD of 2.14 kcal/mol. The maximum error (9.2 kcal/mol) occurs at HCCl 3 . OLYP outperforms BLYP, but the hybrid O3LYP (MAD ) 3.27 kcal/mol over this subset) has an overall accuracy similar to OLYP (MAD ) 3.58 kcal/mol). However, including exact exchange does reduce the maximum error of -15.18 for OLYP to -7.01 kcal/mol for O3LYP.
For a subset of radicals (e.g., nos. 138-148 in Table 5 ), OLYP leads to MAD ) 4.93 kcal/mol, with a maximum error of -22.04 kcal/mol at NO 2 . O3LYP (MAD ) 4.60) is slightly improved. However, the maximum error reduces to -9.42 kcal/ mol. Whereas BLYP (MAD ) 6.13) is the worst, B3LYP (MAD ) 2.94) is the best among these four. BLYP is also problematic with an error of -27.61 kcal/mol for NO 2 , which is reduced to -4.47 kcal/mol in B3LYP.
Fluorine and chlorine-containing compounds are notoriously problematic systems in the G2 set. The MADs obtained from these compounds (nos. 57-77 in Table 5 Based on MADs in Table 5 , the accuracy for thermochemistry follows the order BLYP , OLYP < O3LYP < B3LYP. Hence we conclude that
•OLYP is clearly superior to BLYP, being the best pure DFT method for thermochemistry;
•O3LYP results for molecules are no better than B3LYP, providing no real incentive to use O3LYP in place of B3LYP.
C. Ionization Potentials, Electron Affinities, and Proton Affinities. Table 6 lists the experimental ionization potentials (IPs) and the deviations from experiments for 18 atoms and 24 molecules, 9,11 and Table 7 lists the results of electron affinities (EAs) for 7 atoms and 18 molecules. 9, 11 We calculated IPs and EAs as energy differences between the neutral species and the corresponding ionic species. C.2. Electron Affinities. There has been some debate in the literature concerning whether DFT methods are suitable for calculating electron affinities. 27-29 However, the numerical results demonstrate that DFT methods lead to electron affinities with an accuracy comparable to conventional ab initio calculations. 11, 29 For the atomic systems, MADs for OLYP and O3LYP are 0.089 and 0.067 eV, respectively.
For the molecular systems, MADs for OLYP and O3LYP are 0.149 and 0.123 eV, respectively. EA of O 2 (-0.33 eV) is problematic for OLYP, whereas EA of NO is problematic for O3LYP.
The MADs for the total 25 systems are 0.133 (OLYP) and 0.107 (O3LYP) eV. For BLYP and B3LYP, similar calculations lead to 0.106 (BLYP) and 0.103 (B3LYP).
C.3. Proton Affinities. Table 8 lists the proton affinities (PAs) at 0 K for 8 systems of the G2 set and the deviations (theoryexptl) obtained from BLYP, OLYP, B3LYP, and O3LYP. OLYP leads to MAD ) 1.380 kcal/mol with a maximum deviation of 3.42 kcal/mol for C 2 H 2 . The PAs are more often overestimated in OLYP as shown by the greater number of positive deviations with this functional. The MADs for these 8 systems are 1.380 (OLYP), and 1.128 kcal/mol (O3LYP). For comparison, one has MAD ) 1.904 for BLYP and 1.369 for B3LYP. These error statistics are fairly impressive, although the sample space (8 data) might be too small to draw definitive conclusions. D. Bonding Properties of Rare-Gas Dimers. Noble-gas dimers are the best test molecules to assess accuracy in describing van der Waals interactions. 30 Table 9 summarizes the bonding properties of He 2 , Ne 2 , and Ar 2 calculated by different flavors of DFT functionals. Although the B88 exchange functional has been quite successful in describing covalently bonded systems, it fails completely in describing van der Waals interactions. 31,32 Thus every DFT method using B88 as the exchange functional, pure or hybrid, gives unbounded noblegas dimers. The binding energies (all negative) calculated with BLYP at the experimental distances are ∆E(He-He) ) -0.084, ∆E(Ne-Ne) ) -0.139, and ∆E(Ar-Ar) ) -0.411 kcal/mol. Including exact exchange reduces the repulsion, leading to binding energies for B3LYP (at the experimental distances) of ∆E(He-He) ) -0.045, ∆E(Ne-Ne) ) -0.061, and ∆E(ArAr) ) -0.237 kcal/mol. The London dispersion interaction responsible for the bonding in these systems arises from the interaction of fluctuating dipoles on each atom, which arises completely from electron correlation. For the noble gas dimers the proper exchange functional should lead to a repulsive interaction similar to Hartree-Fock. 33, 34 Replacing B88 with OPTX leads to overbinding in the noble gas dimers. Thus for He 2 , OLYP yields R ) 2.887 Å and ∆E ) 0.079 kcal/mol, which can be compared to the experimental data of R(He-He) ) 2.970 Å, and ∆E(He-He) ) 0.022 kcal/ mol, 30 overestimating ∆E(He-He) by 259%. O3LYP gives satisfactory results for Ne 2 , leading to R(Ne-Ne) ) 3.225 Å, and ∆E(Ne-Ne) ) 0.109 kcal/mol, which can be compared to the experimental values of R(Ne-Ne) ) 3.091 Å and ∆E(NeNe) ) 0.084 kcal/mol. 30 Interactions in Ar 2 are underestimated by 82.5% and 88.8% with OLYP and O3LYP, respectively.
With conventional density functionals the long-range potential and hence the density are not correct, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] so that a correct description of long-range London dispersion interactions will likely require a fundamental improvement in the correlation functional.
E. Bonding Properties of Water Dimer. Water dimer is the prototypical hydrogen bonded system, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and it has been studied thoroughly with both experiment and theory. Unfortunately, it has been very difficult to obtain accurate experimental determinations of R e and D e , because of the large fluctuations in structure within the zero-point motions. Microwave spectroscopy leads directly to a vibrationally averaged O‚‚‚O distance R 0 ) 2.976 Å, and the data have been extrapolated to estimate that R e ) 2.952 Å. 45 The widely accepted experimental value of D e ) 5.44 ( 0.7 kcal/mol 49 was based on measurements of the thermal conductivity of the water vapor and involved a number of assumptions.
The best ab initio calculations are quite complete. Thus coupled cluster single and double excitations with triple corrections (CCSD(T)(Full)) has been used with a sequence of basis sets so that the basis effects can be extrapolated to the complete basis. This leads to R e (O‚‚‚O) ) 2.912 ( 0.005 Å and D e ) 5.02 ( 0.10 kcal/mol, 43 which we consider as exact. a IP is calculated as the total energy difference between a neutral system and the corresponding cation. The 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis sets are used. The best DFT results are in boldface. a The EA is calculated as the total energy difference between the neutral and the corresponding anionic system. The 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis sets are used. The best DFT results are in boldface. a PA is calculated as the total energy difference between the neutral and the corresponding cationic system. The 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis sets are used. The best DFT results are in boldface. Table 10 lists the calculated bonding properties of (H 2 O) 2 by various DFT methods. It is well-known that BLYP and B3LYP do not do well in describing hydrogen bonds. Thus we see that BLYP leads to R e (O‚‚‚O) ) 2.952 Å (0.040 Å too high) with D e ) 4.18 kcal/mol (0.84 kcal/mol or 16.7% too low) whereas B3LYP gives R e (O‚‚‚O) ) 2.926 Å (0.014 Å too high) with D e ) 4.57 kcal/mol (0.45 kcal/mol or 9.0% to low).
Replacing B88 with OPTX degrades the performance of the functionals for hydrogen bonding. Thus OLYP gives R e (O‚‚‚ O) ) 3.175 Å, which is 0.263 Å too long, whereas D e is 2.76 kcal/mol (2.26 kcal/mol or 45.0% too small). This indicates that hydrogen bonding is significantly underestimated by OLYP. O3LYP performs slightly better but leads to a calculated R e -(O‚‚‚O) ) 3.095 Å (0.183 Å too long) and D e ) 3.20 kcal/mol (1.82 kcal/mol or 36.3% too small), still underestimating hydrogen bonding.
The elongation of the donor O-H bond from the monomer to the dimer is also of interest. The best ab initio result, ∆R d -(OH) ) 0.007 Å, is based on MP4/VTZ(2df) on O and VTZ-(2p) on H from Bleiber and Sauer. 44 OLYP and O3LYP lead to ∆R d (OH) ) 0.004 and 0.005 Å, respectively, underestimating this quantity by 43% and 29%, respectively.
Another parameter of interest is the red shift, ∆ν d (OH) in the donor O-H stretching mode upon forming a hydrogen bridge. Because the monomer has two OH modes (symmetric and the asymmetric) that are split significantly, we use the arithmetic mean of the symmetric and the asymmetric harmonic stretching modes of the free monomer in comparing to the donor O-H stretching mode of the dimer. 44 The experimental harmonic frequencies of the water monomer and dimer lead to ∆ν d (OH) ) -170 cm -1 . 46 
IV. Concluding Remarks
We report here a systematic assessment of the Handy-Cohen optimized exchange density functional (OPTX). We present the results of OLYP and O3LYP for predicting atomic data (exchange energies, correlation energies and total energies for atoms from H to Ar) and the heats of formation, ionization potentials, electron affinities, and proton affinities for the extended G2 set. We also tested OLYP and O3LYP for describing van der Waals interactions in noble gas dimers (He 2 , Ne 2 , and Ar 2 ) and for describing hydrogen bond interactions in water dimer. The results of OLYP and O3LYP are compared with those from the BLYP and B3LYP functionals.
As compared to BLYP, OLYP shows much improved quality in the predictions of the atomic data (exchange energies) and the heats of formation of molecular systems. Although OLYP is marginally better than BLYP in the predictions of ionization potentials, and proton affinities, OLYP is slightly worse than BLYP in the description of electron affinities. However, OLYP significantly outperforms BLYP in the description of the van der Waals interactions, but OLYP is inferior to BLYP in the prediction of hydrogen bonding.
As compared to OLYP, O3LYP leads to larger errors in the calculations of atomic exchange energies and atomic correlation energies. However, the errors in the exchange part partly cancel those in the correlation part, leading to a good description of the total atomic energies. The same is true for B3LYP, but B3LYP performs generally worse than O3LYP for atomic data. Though B3LYP is a significant improvement over BLYP in thermochemistry, the effect of including exact exchange is less significant on going from OLYP to O3LYP. Thus the MAD decreases in the order BLYP (7.10) > OLYP (4.66) > O3LYP (4.13) > B3LYP (3.14). On the basis of the histogram of error distributions, we conclude that O3LYP has more predictive power than B3LYP, but O3LYP has a tendency to overbind. O3LYP outperforms B3LYP in predicting ionization potentials and proton affinities; and O3LYP is competitive with B3LYP for predicting electron affinities. O3LYP significantly outperforms B3LYP in describing van der Waals interactions, but O3LYP is clearly worse at describing hydrogen bonding.
Our conclusion is that OLYP provides the best overall nonhybrid functional currently available. Although O3LYP does provide some attractive features, they do not in our mind improve upon B3LYP 
